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Winner of the 2022 Margaret E. Hain Memorial Art Scholarship −  
Euclid High School Senior, Alexis Sweet 

The Euclid Art Association has awarded a $500 scholarship to Alexis 
Sweet, who will graduate from Euclid High School in 2022.  The Margaret 
E. Hain Art Scholarship is named after a Euclid High School art teacher 
who was the founder and first president of the EAA in 1958.  The 
scholarship is given to a graduating senior who has taken art classes and 
will continue this study in the next academic year.

Ms. Sweet plans to study visual communication design at Kent State 
University.  She chose this field of study because she “wants to be able to 
spread important information to people in a creative way.”  As stated in 
her scholarship application, “I think that creating art to bring awareness to 
issues and information would help break social injustices.”  With her skills 
in different mediums, not only would she like to make “a huge difference 
with all of the inequality in the world today”, but her skills would be very 
useful in the advertising industry.  Using her creative and speaking skills, she would like to “send out 
important messages to people of all ages.”  Alexis’s essay and art images were judged by the EAA 
scholarship committee of art educators.

EAA Vice President, Rozenia Cunningham served as a contact person with Euclid High School 
Guidance Counselor, Katie Gonakis.  Euclid Art Association presented a congratulatory letter along 
with a certificate and check to Alexis at the Euclid High School senior breakfast awards ceremony on 
May 10.

Along with the cash award of $500, Alexis was given full membership in the Euclid Art Association 
for the 2022-2023 season.  Membership includes eligibility to participate in fine art shows, as well as 
monthly meetings, featuring demonstrations by local artists, and a personal webpage on the Euclid 
Art website, www.euclidart.com.


Schroomland, Watercolor & Ink Internal Thoughts, Charcoal Escaping Secrets, 
Watercolor & Ink

http://www.euclidart.com

